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TURNING TO ONLINE DISPUTE RESOLUTION IN RESPONDING TO UNEXPECTED
RISES IN CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Jonah Lax
The pandemic has caused the price of construction materials to increase at historic levels.1
For example, in June 2021, the price of softwood lumber was up 125.3% from twelve months
prior, and the price of soft plywood products was up 207% over that same period.2 This put
contractors with fixed price contracts in a difficult position of either keeping their commitment at
a significant loss or facing a breach of contract claim. A fixed price contract or stipulated sum
contract in construction is where parties set a total established price upfront for the entire project.3
Fixed price contracts accounted for 80% of residential construction contracts in 2020.4
Currently, it is difficult to terminate a fixed price contract when a price increase is the sole
determining factor. In the 1987 case of Langham-Hill Petroleum Inc. v. Southern Fuels Company,
the Fourth Circuit pointed out that “[i]f fixed-price contracts can be avoided due to fluctuations in
price, then the entire purpose of fixed-price contracts, which is to protect both the buyer and the
seller from the risks of the market, is defeated.”5 This leaves contractors with limited ways in
which to deal with the large cost increases.6 Often, the best option is alternative dispute resolution
(“ADR”).
Construction disputes are well suited for ADR because the parties—whether they are
contractors, subcontractors, property owners, design professionals, or other parties involved in a
significant construction project7—have a heightened interest in resolving matters swiftly, as time
is of paramount importance.8 During the building, renovating, or repairing stages, use of the
premises is at best restricted and is often entirely useless. As is often said, “time is money,” and
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it is essential that disputes are resolved expeditiously—which seldom occurs if litigation is
pursued.9 Another consideration in using ADR practices in resolving these disputes is that it is
important for the relationships between the parties to be maintained, as these relationships can
span multiple projects.10 Using mediation or arbitration can spare these relationships by avoiding
the full-out war of litigation.11
While classic ADR practices are often effective in resolving construction disputes, online
dispute resolution (“ODR”)—a subset of ADR where the dispute is resolved through technological
means and, often, by using automated systems12—can lead to further optimization of successful
mediations or arbitrations.13 ODR has been discussed for a long time; however, it was ultimately
during the pandemic that ODR became even more widespread.14 The flexibility of an online
forum—where parties have the ability choose mediators from any geographic location in the
world—can enhance resolution. As construction is a complex field and can be highly technical,
having a mediator with expertise allows for a well-tailored solution. Additionally, with arbitration,
expert witnesses can be brought on without needing to worry about geographical constraints.15
Interestingly, the flexible nature of ODR can, at times, be counterproductive and instead
inhibit settlement. Because certain traits of in-person mediation encourage settlement, fewer endof-the-day settlements happen when the hassle of physically going into a building for another day
of mediation is replaced with the convenience of online mediation.16 Another component that is
lost in an online forum is the emotional or human connection, which is often conveyed through
non-verbal communication.17 These guiding factors can help mediators in zeroing-in on potential
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solutions, but are largely absent when the sessions are conducted in a virtual environment.18
However, others have pointed out that platforms such as Zoom allow all participants’ faces to be
viewed simultaneously, offering a better read on the parties’ facial cues and emotions.19
The move to online ADR was once considered novel, but due to the pandemic, it is now
commonplace.20 ODR’s efficiencies can be utilized to swiftly resolve construction contract
disputes, and if mediators and arbitrators gain proficiency in the various technologies, ODR will
be a formidable contender among mainstream ADR practices.
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